Next Generation Mailing Systems

- Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI) Compliant
- Reduced postage rates
- Download and securely store postage funds
- Weigh and measure mail pieces
- Print postal indicia, slogans, date stamps, custom text, and more
- Stack metered mail for efficient removal and traying
- Collect postage data for analysis

918-582-9955
**Mint 110  Low-Volume Mailing System**

- **USPS based IMI meter:** Standard, Intelligent Mail Indicia
- **Processing Speed:** Up to 45 letters per minute
- **Weighing Platform:** 5 lb (integrated)
- **Accounts/Departments:** 50 standard
- **Envelope Dimensions:** Min: 3.5" x 5"  Max: 10" x 13"
- **Max Envelope Thickness:** Up to 3/8"
- **Features:** LCD screen with adjustable backlight and shortcut keys, integrated 5 lb weighing platform, envelope moistener, powerfed hand feeder for batch processing, custom text/messages, automatic postal updates, Energy Star certified
- **Options:** Higher capacity weighing platforms (10, 30, 70 lb), differential weighing, up to 300 additional accounts/departments

---

**Mint 210 Series  Mid-Volume Mailing Systems**

- **USPS based IMI meter:** Standard, Intelligent Mail Indicia
- **Envelope Feeding Method:** Mint 210S: semi-automatic hand feed  Mint 210A: automatic feed
- **Processing Speed:** Mint 210S: up to 75 lpm  Mint 210A: up to 110 lpm
- **Weighing Platform:** 5 lb
- **Accounts/Departments:** 100 standard
- **Envelope Dimensions:** Min: 3.5" x 5"  Max: 10" x 13"
- **Max. Envelope Thickness:** Up to 1/2"
- **Features:** Color LCD screen with shortcut keys, included 10 lb weighing platform, envelope moistener, automatic envelope feeder (210A), integrated postage tape dispenser, expandable catch tray, custom imprints, 100 departmental accounts, automatic postal updates, Energy Star certified
- **Options:** Dynamic scale, differential weighing, high capacity weighing platforms (30 and 70 lb), remote label dispenser, extendable power conveyor stacker

---

**Mint 310 Series  High-Volume Mailing Systems**

- **USPS based IMI meter:** Standard, Intelligent Mail Indicia
- **Envelope Feeding Method:** Automatic
- **Processing Speed:** Mint 310: up to 140 lpm  Mint 310 Expert: up to 175 lpm
- **Dynamic Weighing Speed:** Mint 310: up to 75 lpm  Mint 310 Expert: up to 110 lpm (postcards)
- **Weighing Platform:** 10 lb (optional 30 lb and 70 lb)
- **Accounts/Departments:** 100 standard (optional up to 500)
- **Envelope Dimensions:** Min: 3.5" x 5"  Max: 10" x 13"
- **Max. Envelope Thickness:** Up to 5/8"
- **Features:** Color touchscreen, included 10 lb weighing platform, envelope moistener, expandable catch tray, custom imprints, 100 departmental accounts, integrated postage tape dispenser, automatic postal updates, Energy Star certified
- **Options:** Dynamic scale, differential weighing, high capacity weighing platforms (30 and 70 lb), remote label dispenser, extendable power conveyor stacker

---

**Mint 410 Series  Production Mailing Systems**

- **USPS based IMI meter:** Standard, Intelligent Mail Indicia
- **Envelope Feeding Method:** Mixed mail automatic feeder, stacks up to 7 3/4" high
- **Processing Speed:** Mint 410: up to 210 lpm  Mint 410EX: up to 260 lpm  Mint 410EX+: up to 300 lpm
- **Dynamic Weighing Speed:** Up to 160 lpm, up to 180 lpm (postcards)
- **Weighing Platform:** Standard: 10 lb.  Optional: 30 or 70 lb.
- **Accounts/Departments:** 100 standard (optional up to 3,000)
- **Envelope Dimensions:** Up to 13" L x 15" W
- **Max Envelope Thickness:** Up to 0.8"
- **Job Imprint Memory:** Up to 15 jobs
- **Features:** Large color touchscreen, on-screen DIM calculations, dual-pump jet spray sealing system with 5 levels of adjustability, custom imprints, integrated postage tape dispenser, 100 departmental accounts, automatic postal updates, Energy Star certified
- **Options:** Dynamic scale, differential weighing, high capacity weighing platforms (30 and 70 lb), remote label dispenser, extendable power conveyor stacker, up to 3,000 additional accounts